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The Inca ‘Advantage’ family of OEM Plasma TV Lifts is specifically designed to accommodate the needs 
of a furniture manufacturer or cabinetmaker.  The Advantage is available is three basic models which 
cover all plasma TV sizes up through 70” in width, that weigh up to 450 lbs.  These units are available 
completely assembled and ready to drop into the furniture or ‘knock down’ for convenience in shipping.  
All units include a radio remote control and Inca’s new touch-stop sensing technology that will reverse the 
downward motion of the machine if someone were to touch any of the moving parts.  Also included is a 
complete universal mounting frame to mount and support the plasma TV.  The remote control has 
provisions to accept touch-screen/dry contact commands from touch-screen consoles.  In addition, each 
model of the Advantage family of lifts can accept an automatic swivel, appropriately sized, to manage the 
width of the installed TV.  All units are finished in semi-gloss black.   
 
This product is American-made, and bears a full two year warranty, backed by a network of over 1000 
Inca dealers nationwide.  Although three models are standard, Inca can fabricate custom sized models at 
no additional charge in minimum OEM quantities.   
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900829-1 TVs up to 51” 54.875” 36.000” 51.00” 3.75” 6.50” 29.00” 
900829-2 TVs < 65” 68.750” 43.125” 64.875” 8.50” 9.50” 36.80” 
900829-3 TVs > 65” 73.875” 46.375” 70.00” 10.00” 11.00” 40.00” 
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